M. BOHLKE VENEER CORP.

Faces & Layons

Taking Quality Veneer One Step Further
In 1998, M. Bohlke Veneer Corp. added its Face division under the direction of Marc
Bohlke. Driven by customer demand and to complement the company’s other
products, this state-of-the art manufacturing facility produces dimensioned faces
for the furniture, door and panel industries.
With four veneer splicers, we have the capabilities to produce a variety of sizes
and dimensions from a standard face to the most intricate car interior. Whether
it’s a natural wood species like Maple or Cherry or a unique species like Olive Ash
burl, our Face plant makes the options for furniture, door and panel customization
limitless. We also offer custom splicing from veneer purchased from our
inventory and both book and slip match for running, balance and center matching.
Custom grades and FSC® certified faces are available upon request as well.
Vtec is an innovative and cost-effective approach to wood veneer. Vtec is real
wood, engineered through a patented process that allows us to reproduce
nature's rich and beautiful grain patterns with uniformity and consistency, yet on a
large scale with very high yields. The result is large inventories of veneer available
with consistent color, grain structure and pattern that's not available directly from
nature. With our Vtec veneer, you can create matching surfaces in large
quantities. This means you can return to us years from now and purchase Vtec
veneer that matches your original purchase. Vtec is manufactured and certified in
accordance with ISO 14001 and is available as FSC® certified.
Another product in our Face division, Bamboo, is a sustainable and rapid growing
plant and one of the oldest building materials. The distinct look of bamboo has
aroused increased popularity of this appealing plant. You'll find furniture, kitchens,
store fixtures, flooring, walls and ceiling panels beautifully adorned with Bamboo's
striking qualities. We offer Bamboo veneer in three colors: natural, caramel and
khaki. All colors are available in narrow or wide stripe grain. All of our bamboo
material is no-added urea formaldehyde (NAUF) with the option of FSC 100%.
To learn more about MBVC’s spliced veneer faces, Vtec, or Bamboo, or to
receive samples, please call 513-682-1460, or e-mail sales@mbveneer.com.

M. BOHLKE VENEER CORP.

Face & Layon Species List

CHERRY FC

CHERRY QTR

DOUGLAS FIR QTR

EBONY DARK QTR

EBONY LIGHT QTR

MAPLE FC

MAPLE QTR

OAK CERUSED FC

OAK CERUSED QTR

OAK QTR

ROSEWOOD
SANTOS FC

ROSEWOOD
SANTOS QTR

TEAK FC

TEAK QTR

TEAK GOLDEN QTR

WALNUT FC

WALNUT QTR

WENGE QTR

ZEBRANO QTR

BAMBOO
CARAMEL FC

BAMBOO
KHAKI FC

BAMBOO
NATURAL FC

BAMBOO
CARAMEL QTR

BAMBOO
KHAKI QTR

BAMBOO
NATURAL QTR

M. BOHLKE VENEER CORP.
BAMBOO
KHAKI QTR
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